
 

This exciting new web service allows anyone, regardless 
of any design skill level to customise an individual one 
off document presentation cover or to create the whole 
company’s range of bespoke binding covers.

www.printedbindingcovers.co.uk

An impressive, desirable, high quality printed product 
despatched to your office within 36 hours.

This product allows any company, whatever its size, full control 
over the complete customisation of all their document presentation 
requirements; from run lengths of just one document cover upwards.

High quality loose covers; and full wrap around covers (hard and soft) 
available in A5, A4 or A3 formats. 

Would you like every document that leaves your company to be 
prestigiously corporately branded? Tenders, reports, pitches, 
accounts, quotes, brochures, photo books?

Do you ever need to tailor a document to a client or customers specific 
needs?

BY “WE PRINT, YOU PUNCH & BIND”

SOFT COVERS HARD COVERS
Customised Soft Front & Back Covers Customised Hard Front & Back Covers

-  matt or gloss finish
-  A3, A4, A5
-  300 gsm

Standard loose leaf cover for traditional wire, coil and plastic comb binding. 
The most common style of cover, separate front and backs, opens easily back 
to back. Can be fully personalised to you or your clients needs.

Standard hard cover for traditional wire, coil and plastic comb binding.  
High quality stylish cover, separate front and backs, opens easily back to 
back. Can be fully personalised to you or your clients needs.

-  matt or gloss finish
-  A3, A4, A5
-  2.2 mm thickness

Customised Soft Wrap-Around Covers Customised Hard Wrap-Around Covers

-  matt or gloss finish
-  A4 & A5
-  6 spine sizes
    (bind from a few sheets up to 340 sheets)
-  300 gsm

-  matt or gloss finish
-  A4 & A5
-  6 spine sizes
    (bind from a few sheets up to 340 sheets)
-  2.4 mm thickness
-  self adhesive glue strip

Partially hidden wire exposed on the back cover allows document to open 
easily back to back. Spine enables printing for easy document identification 
whilst also protecting the wire element and your document. Can be fully 
personalised to you or your clients needs.

High quality stylish cover completely hiding the wire element using a special 
technology to hold the binding securely within the case, lays flat and opens 
easily back to back. Can be fully personalised to you or your clients needs.

Customised Thermal Binding Covers

-  matt or gloss finish
-  A4 & A5
-  300gsm thickness

Soft wrap around thermal binding cover with a separate glue strip that works 
on any thermal binding machine. Can be fully personalised to you or your 
clients needs.

WWW.PRINTEDBINDINGCOVERS.CO.UK

USE THE CODE BELOW FOR A *FREE SAMPLE.

*DELIVERY CHARGES MAY STILL APPLY
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